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A Short Communication

RINGS FOR WHICII DIRECT SUMS

OF CBRTAIN CS-MODULES ARE CS

DINH VAN HUYNH ond.BRUNO J.  MULLER

Let K be an arbitrary field' Put Kn : K and form the direct product

K n . ( 1 )

Then R is a commutative von Neumann regular self-injective ring. Hence every

simple .R-module is injective. Moreover, it is easy to see that every uniform /?-

mocllle is simple. Therefore, every direct surn of uniform "tr?-modules is quasi-

injective, in particular it is a C,S-module. From this it is natural to ask the

question: Which rings Il have the property that any direct sum of uniform right

.R-modules is C,S?

We consider this and some related questions on rings and modules.

1. All rings are assumed to be associative rings with identity and all modules are

unitary. Let Mp be a right R-module, where B is a ring. Then M is called a C'S

module if every submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M (see [21
and [Oj). By this tlefinition, any uniform module is C,S. For a given module Mn

we dlnote by olMl the full subcategory of Mod-R whose objects are submodules

of M-generated modules (see [7]).

The main result of this section is

Theorem l. Iror a module Mp the following conditions are equiualent:

a) Euery d,irect sum of uniform mod'ules in olMl rs CS'

B:  f l
t l : l
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b) Euery uniform mod,ule in i[M] has composit;on length 1
this case, the Jacobson radical J (M) al M is a V -module, i.e.
R-rnodule is J(M)-injectiue. In case M : R, J(R)2 : g.
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2. Moreouer, in
each sirnple right

One might ask the question, whether a module of Theorem 1 always has
non-zero socle. The answer is 'no'. For this take the ring R in (f). Since fi is not
semisimple, by [5, corol lary 3] there is a proper ideal I  of R such that E: RII
has zero socle. But since E is von Neumann regular, every simple E-module is
injective and therefore any uniform E-module is simple. It follows that in Mod-E,
every direct sum of uniform modules is quasi-injective while soc(E) : 6.

2' Following the previous remark we now consider the question, when a module
M is semiartinian.

Theorem 2. Let M be a nrodule. Il

c) Euery d'irect sum ol an M-injectiue mod,ule and. uniform modules inolMl is
CS, then M is serniartinian.

Proposition 3. If M satisfies the cond.ition (c) and. each submod,ule of M is CS,
then M is a direct sum of .uniform modures with composition length I 2.

It seems to be not true, that for any modu le M of proposition 3, every
module in olMl is c5. However, for M : R, d combination of proposition 3 and
the consideration in [2, g10] yields the fol lowing:

corollary 4. For a ring R the following conditionE are equiualent:
i) R* satisfies (c) and each right ideal of R is CS.

ii)^Each right R-module is the direct sum ol uniform rnod,ules with composition
length { 2.

iii) Each right R-module is CS.

iu) R is right and left artinian, right and, Ieft serial with J(R)2 : o.
u) Every cyclic right R-module is a direct sum of an injectiue module and. a

sernisimple module.

ui) The left-handed uersions of (;), (ii), (i;;) and (u).

3' Clearly, a module M of Proposition 3 has locally finite length, i.e. any finitely
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generated submodule of M has finite composition length. From this, a question

arises: Is a module of Theorem2 necessarily locally artinian or locally noetherian?

The answer is 'no'. To give the answer we need some other concepts.

A module N in o[M] is cal led M-singular i f  there exists a module A e olMl

with an essential submodule B such that N - AlB. Hence M-singular modules

are contained in 
"lM\. 

As shown in [7], any module 11 in olMl contains a unique

maximal M-singular submodule zy(H). I f  ZM(H) : 0, we say that H is M-

nonsingular. A modu\e M \s called an ,91-module if every M-singular module is

M-injective.

Theorem b. For an M-nonsingular module M the lollowing conditions are equiu-

alent:

i) Euery d,irect sum of an M-injectiue rnodule and uniform rnodules in olMl is

CS.

;i) M is SI and euery uniform module in olMl has composit ion length 12.

In [f] there is an example of a von Neumann regular commutative S/-ring

Il such that .R/Soc(ft) is semisimple, however r? is not noetherian. Since this ring

R has the property (ii) of Theorem 5 for Mod-R, it provides a negative answer to

the above question.

4. In this section we consider the corresponding property for Mod-,R (\.e. M - f t).

In this case Theorems 1,2 give interesting propert ies for R. For example, i f  R is

a ring satisfying (a) of Theorem 1 and R has finite right uniform dimension, then

,R is right artinian.

Theorern B. For a right non-singular ring R the following conditions are equiu'

alent:

i) Every d.irect sum of injectiue right R-modules and uniform right R-modules

fs CS.

;i) R is right artinian and any uniform module has composttion length A 2.

iii) Euery direct sum of CS right R-modul.es is CS'

Proposit ion 7. I f  euery direct sum of quasi- injectiue r ight R-motdules is CS, then

R i s  semip r imary  and  J (R)2 :9 .

It would be interesting to consider the converse of Proposition 7. It is also
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unknown whether or not a ring of Proposition 7 is right artinian. Furthermore, it
might be interesting to consider rings R, such that direct sums of injective right
r?-modules are CS. For investigation related to these questions we refer to If], [a].
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